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Introduction

In the past few years, we have seen significant breaches in cybersecurity which could affect critical U.S. infrastructure. Data on the nation’s weakest dams, including those which could kill Americans if they failed, were stolen by a malicious intruder. Nuclear plants’ confidential cybersecurity plans have been left unprotected. Blueprints for the technology undergirding the New York Stock Exchange were exposed to hackers.

Examples like those underscore for many the importance of increased federal involvement in protecting the nation’s privately-owned critical infrastructure. But for one thing: Those failures aren’t due to poor practices by the private sector. All of the examples below were real lapses by the federal government.

- The Nuclear Regulatory Commission stored sensitive cybersecurity details for nuclear plants on an unprotected shared drive, making them more vulnerable to hackers and cyberthieves.

- The Securities and Exchange Commission routinely exposed extremely sensitive data about the computer networks supporting the New York Stock Exchange, including NYSE’s cybersecurity measures. The information the SEC exposed reportedly could be extremely useful to a hacker or terrorist who wanted to penetrate the market’s defenses and attack its systems.

- Last January, hackers gained access to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers computers and downloaded an entire non-public database of information about the nation’s 85,000 dams — including sensitive information about each dam’s condition, the potential for fatalities if breached, location and nearest city.

- Last February, hackers reportedly broke into the national Emergency Broadcast System, operated by the FCC as the federal government’s tool to address Americans in case of a national emergency. The hackers caused television stations in Michigan, Montana and North Dakota to broadcast zombie attack warnings. “Civil authorities in your area have reported that the bodies of the dead are rising from their graves and attacking the living,” an authoritative voice stated in the hacked broadcast message, while the familiar warning beep sounded. “Do not attempt to approach or apprehend these bodies as they are considered extremely dangerous.”

- Last March, hackers exploited a vulnerability on web servers belonging to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the federal government’s authority for federal and private-sector cybersecurity. The servers, which hosted the federal
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government’s database of known software vulnerabilities, had to be taken out of service for several days.3

In addition, hackers have penetrated, taken control of, caused damage to and/or stolen sensitive personal and official information from computer systems at the Departments of Homeland Security, Justice, Defense, State, Labor, Energy, and Commerce; NASA; the Environmental Protection Agency; the Office of Personnel Management; the Federal Reserve; the Commodity Futures Trading Commission; the Food and Drug Administration; the U.S. Copyright Office; and the National Weather Service, according to public reporting.4

These are just hacks whose details became known to the public, often because the hackers themselves announced their exploits. Largely invisible to the public and policymakers are over 48,000 other cyber “incidents” involving government systems which agencies detected and reported to DHS in FY 2012.5 And one cannot ignore the universe of other intrusions that agencies could not detect: civilian agencies don’t detect roughly 4 in 10 intrusions, according to testing reported in 2013 by the White House Office of Management and Budget.6

While cyber intrusions into protected systems are typically the result of sophisticated hacking, they often exploit mundane weaknesses, particularly out-of-date software. Even though they sound boring, failing to install software patches or update programs to their latest version create entry points for spies, hackers and other malicious actors. Last July, hackers used just that kind of known, fixable weakness to steal private information on over 100,000 people from the Department of Energy. The department’s Inspector General blamed the theft in part on a piece of software which had not been updated in over two years, even though the department had purchased the upgrade.7

---


The President’s Order

In February 2012, President Obama unveiled an executive order to protect the nation from debilitating cyberattacks. The president’s order addresses the security of computers and networks which run the nation’s commercially-owned critical infrastructure. Already, agencies are drawing up plans and working with the private sector to implement the president’s directive.

It is appropriate for the White House to envision a federal role in protecting privately-owned infrastructure, particularly when that infrastructure undergirds the nation’s economy and society. However, for the country’s citizens and businesses to take the government’s effort seriously, the federal government should address the immediate danger posed by the insecurity of its own critical networks.

Over more than a decade, the federal government has struggled to implement a mandate to protect its own IT systems from malicious attacks. As we move forward on this national strategy to boost the cybersecurity of our nation’s critical infrastructure, we cannot overlook the critical roles played by many government operations, and the dangerous vulnerabilities which persist in their information systems.

Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA)

Eleven years ago, Congress passed and the White House approved legislation to strengthen the federal government’s own computers and networks. The law, known as the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA), requires agencies to develop, document, and implement information security programs which meet certain specifications. As Congress again contemplates a major cybersecurity effort, it may be advisable to evaluate how the federal effort has fared. For one thing, FISMA could benefit from reforms of its own. But more importantly, its history can hold clues to the federal government’s ability to effectively mandate and enforce cybersecurity standards.

Since 2006, the federal government has spent at least $65 billion on securing its computers and networks, according to an estimate by the Congressional Research Service. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the government’s official body for setting cybersecurity standards, has produced thousands of pages of precise guidance on every significant aspect of IT security. And yet agencies — even agencies with responsibilities for critical infrastructure, or vast repositories of sensitive data — continue to leave themselves vulnerable, often by failing to take the most basic steps towards securing their systems and information.

Methodology

This report draws on more than 40 audits and other reviews by agency inspectors general, including mandated annual FISMA audits for nearly a dozen agencies, as well as open-source reporting on cybersecurity and federal agencies. In addition, staff interviewed officials from offices of inspectors general (OIGs) about their cybersecurity work.

Due to the sensitivity of the topic, drafts of this report were shared with relevant OIGs to confirm no sensitive non-public information was inadvertently included which could harm federal cybersecurity efforts.
Department of Homeland Security

In 2010, the Administration tasked the Department of Homeland Security to lead the federal government’s efforts to secure its own computers.

Since it was selected to shoulder the profound responsibility of overseeing the security of all unclassified federal networks, one might expect DHS’s cyber protections to be a model for other agencies, or that the department had demonstrated an outstanding competence in the field. But a closer look at DHS’s efforts to secure its own systems reveals that the department suffers from many of the same shortcomings found at other government agencies.

In August 2010 — just one month after a White House directive gave DHS responsibility for the cybersecurity of all federal government networks — the DHS Inspector General found that the DHS computer security experts who would fulfill that directive had serious cyber vulnerabilities in their own systems. The IG found hundreds of vulnerabilities on the DHS cyber team’s systems, including failures to update basic software like Microsoft applications, Adobe Acrobat and Java, the sort of basic security measure just about any American with a computer has performed.

Weaknesses at DHS are not confined to its own cybersecurity office. IT security vulnerabilities exist throughout DHS and its component agencies. Although it has steadily improved its overall cybersecurity performance, DHS is by no means a standard-setter. In fact, in some key areas DHS lags behind many of its agency peers. For instance, in 2013 OMB found DHS rated below the government-wide average for using anti-virus software or other automated detection programs encrypting email, and security awareness training for network users.

In 2013, OMB set a goal for government agencies to send at least 88% of all internet traffic through special secure gateways, known as Trusted Internet Connections (TICs). It set a goal for DHS of 95 percent. The Department’s Inspector General reported last November DHS failed to meet either goal. Just 72 percent of DHS internet traffic passed through TICs, the IG stated. It should be noted that DHS is responsible for the administration’s efforts to consolidate federal internet traffic through TICs.

---


Repeated failure to install software updates and security patches. In 2012, the IG found vulnerabilities arising from missing patches on computers at the National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD), which houses the bulk of DHS’s cybersecurity efforts; on servers supporting U.S. Secret Service intelligence work; on computers supporting ICE Homeland Security Investigations’ Intelligence Fusion Systems, a powerful system allowing agents to query several sensitive databases; and on dozens of servers supporting TSA’s Transportation Worker Identification Credential (TWIC) program, which keeps biometric information and credentials for over two million longshoremen, truckers, port employees, mariners and others.15

Sensitive databases protected by weak or default passwords.16 At NPPD, which oversees DHS’s cybersecurity programs, the IG found multiple accounts protected by weak passwords. For FEMA’s Enterprise Data Warehouse, which handles reports on FEMA’s disaster deployment readiness and generates other reports accessing Personally Identifying Information (PII),17 the IG found accounts protected by “default” passwords, and improperly configured password controls.18

Computers controlling physical access to DHS facilities whose antivirus software was out of date. Twelve of the 14 computer servers the IG checked in 2012 had anti-virus definitions most recently updated in August 2011. Several of the servers also lacked patches to critical software components.19

Websites with known types of vulnerabilities which could allow a hacker to hijack user accounts, execute malicious scripts, or access sensitive information.20 Public websites for CBP, FEMA, ICE and even NPPD, home of US-CERT held flaws which could allow unauthorized access, the IG found in 2012. Notably, several vulnerabilities were found in the DHS website “Build Security In” (http://www.buildsecurityin.us-cert.gov).21 DHS developed the site to encourage software developers “to build security into software in every phase of its development.”22

Poor physical and information security. Independent auditors physically inspected offices and found passwords written down on desks, sensitive information left exposed, unlocked
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16 Examples of easily-guessed passwords are a person’s username or real name, the word “password,” the organization’s name, or simple keyboard patterns (e.g., “qwerty”), according to the National Institute of Standards and Technology. NIST, “Guide to Enterprise Password Management (Draft), Special Publication 800-118,” April 2009, http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsDrafts.html#SP-800-118, accessed January 13, 2014.


18 Information provided to HSGAC by DHS Office of Inspector General, February 14, 2013.

19 Information provided to HSGAC by DHS Office of Inspector General, February 14, 2013.


21 Information provided to HSGAC by DHS Office of Inspector General, February 14, 2013.

laptops, even credit card information. To take just one example, weaknesses found in the office of the Chief Information Officer for ICE included 10 passwords written down, 15 FOUO (For Official Use Only) documents left out, three keys, six unlocked laptops — even two credit cards left out.23

---

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) maintains volumes sensitive, detailed documentation on nuclear facilities. The design and security plans of every nuclear reactor, waste storage facility, and uranium processing facility in the United States; records on every individual licensed to operate or supervise nuclear reactors; and information on the design and process of nuclear material transport all live on the NRC’s systems.

Unauthorized disclosure of such sensitive, non-public information “could result in damage to the Nation’s critical infrastructure,” including nuclear power plants, according to the NRC’s Inspector General.24 Unfortunately, the NRC regularly experiences unauthorized disclosures of sensitive information, or fails to apply adequate measures to protect that data.

Perceived ineptitude of NRC technology experts. There is such “a general lack of confidence” in the NRC’s information technology division that NRC offices have effectively gone rogue – by buying and deploying their own computers and networks without the knowledge or involvement of the department’s so-called IT experts. Such “shadow IT” systems “can introduce security risks when unsupported hardware and software are not subject to the same security measures that are applied to supported technologies,” the NRC Inspector General reported in December 2013. 25

Sensitive data stored on unsecured shared drive. NRC workers improperly stored and shared sensitive information on an unsecured network drive, according to a 2011 audit. Among the inappropriate data found on the drive: details on nuclear facilities’ cybersecurity programs; information on security at fuel cycle facilities; and a Commissioner’s passport photo, credit card image, home address and phone number.26

Failure to report security breaches. How often does the NRC lose track of or accidentally expose sensitive information to possible release? The NRC can’t say, because it has no official process for reporting such breaches. Many involve electronic data stored on the Commission’s computers. Of the 95 security lapses which NRC personnel did report between 2005 and 2011, at least a third appear to involve NRC’s IT systems.27

Inability to keep track of computers. The NRC has had trouble keeping track of its laptop computers, including those which access sensitive information about the nuclear sites the

Confusion over laptops’ documentation and authorization “could lead to unauthorized use of NRC resources or release of sensitive information,” the NRC OIG warned in 2012. 

**General Sloppiness.** Federal guidelines are clear: when an agency identifies a weakness in its IT security, officials must record the problem, find a way to fix it, and assign themselves a deadline for completion. As officials make progress and the weakness is eventually remedied, officials are supposed to update their records. Without that basic system in place, neither the agency nor the administration can tell if vulnerabilities are being addressed.

Yet just about every aspect of that process appears to be broken at the NRC. Problems were identified but never scheduled to be fixed; fixes were scheduled but not completed; fixes were recorded as complete when they were not. In 2012, the IG reported the NRC was “not effective at monitoring the progress of corrective efforts relative to known weaknesses in IT security controls.”

Last November, a year later, the IG found that nothing had changed, and that the NRC’s efforts “are still not effective at monitoring the progress of corrective efforts … and therefore do not provide an accurate measure of security program effectiveness.”

---


The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) collects federal taxes owed by any person or business in the United States, and its computers hold more sensitive data on more Americans than those of perhaps any other federal component. In addition to traditional records on employment, income and identifier information, the IRS reportedly collects a huge volume of personal information on Americans’ credit card transactions, eBay activities, Facebook posts and other online behavior.\textsuperscript{32}

Unfortunately, the IRS has struggled with the same serious cybersecurity issues for years, and has moved too slowly to correct them.

The IRS’ internal watchdog, the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration (TIGTA), believes data security is the most serious management challenge facing the IRS.\textsuperscript{33} For years, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) has also warned IRS its computers are not safe — that in fact, they are dangerously vulnerable to intrusion and data theft.\textsuperscript{34}

Every year since 2008, GAO has identified about 100 cybersecurity weaknesses at the IRS which compromise the agency’s computers and data, often repeating weaknesses it cited the previous year.\textsuperscript{35} Every year, the IRS claims to fix about half of them, but GAO says even those disappointing numbers aren’t right, because IRS doesn’t confirm the actions they take actually fix the problems.\textsuperscript{36} And every year, GAO returns and finds around 100 problems with IRS’ cybersecurity.\textsuperscript{37}

**Fails to encrypt sensitive data.** IRS routinely fails to encrypt its data — converting sensitive data into complex code, making it difficult to read without a key to de-encrypt the


\textsuperscript{35}Ibid.
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\textsuperscript{37}Ibid.
information — or it encrypts the data so weakly that it can be easily decoded.\(^{38}\) Since at least 2009, GAO has repeatedly identified instances where IRS did not properly encrypt sensitive data including tax, accounting, and financial information, as well as usernames and passwords. Failing to encrypt or weakly encrypting those data makes it easier for a malicious actor to download, view, and possibly even change taxpayer information and IRS systems.\(^{39}\)

**Lousy user passwords.** In March 2013, GAO reported that IRS allowed its employees to use passwords that “could be easily guessed.” Examples of easily-guessed passwords are a person’s username or real name, the word “password,” the agency’s name, or simple keyboard patterns (e.g., “qwerty”), according to the National Institute of Standards and Technology.\(^{40}\) In some cases, IRS users had not changed their passwords in nearly two years.\(^{41}\) As a result someone might gain unauthorized access to taxpayers’ personal information and it “would be virtually undetectable,” potentially for years.\(^{42}\) GAO has cited IRS for allowing old, weak passwords in every one of its reports on IRS’ information security for the past six years.\(^{43}\)

**Officials don’t properly fix known vulnerabilities.** IRS employees monitored its computers by running programs which flagged vulnerabilities in equipment and software, but
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then failed to fix the issues. As a result, scans repeatedly flagged the same vulnerabilities “for two or three consecutive months.”

Dangerously slow to install crucial software updates and patches. In March 2012, IRS computers had 7,329 “potential vulnerabilities” because critical software patches had not been installed on computer servers which needed them. At one point in 2011, over a third of all computers at the IRS had software with critical vulnerabilities that were not patched. IRS officials said they expect critical patches to be installed within 72 hours. But TIGTA found it took the IRS 55 days, on average, to get around to installing critical patches. Most recently, in September 2013, TIGTA re-affirmed that the IRS still “has not yet fully implemented a process to ensure timely and secure installation of software patches.”

---

The Department of Education holds and manages $948 billion in student loans made to more than 30 million borrowers. The Department’s computers hold volumes of information on those borrowers — loan applications, credit checks, repayment records and more.\textsuperscript{49}

Given the mammoth store of sensitive information the department keeps, it is disappointing that its Inspector General has said there is little assurance that sensitive data has not been altered or stolen from the computer systems which undergird its lending program.\textsuperscript{50}

“[T]he Department’s information is vulnerable to attacks that could lead to a loss of confidentiality,” the IG concluded. “Also, there is increased risk that unauthorized activities … could reduce the reliability and integrity of Department systems and data.”\textsuperscript{51}

\textbf{No review for malicious activity.} The Education Department provides remote access to student financial data to Department officials who are off-site or teleworking. Those remote access accounts can be easily compromised by hackers, who use keylogger malware to steal login information from official’s computers by secretly recording their keystrokes.

In 2011 and 2012, The Education Department’s Federal Student Aid (FSA) office reported 819 compromised accounts. In only 17 percent of those cases did the Department review activity for those accounts to see whether any malicious activity had occurred.\textsuperscript{52} Although the financial data is maintained by outside contractors, some of the Department’s contracts for those services don’t ensure it has access to audit logs for this purpose.\textsuperscript{53}

In fact, the Education Department failed to ensure the contractor properly protected borrowers’ sensitive personal and financial information; adequately configured their systems


with security measures; identified and corrected flaws in their IT system; or adequately managed configuration settings and patching updates.\textsuperscript{54}

\textbf{Unsecure networks.} Stealing login data wasn’t the only way for hackers to potentially compromise the Department’s network infrastructure. In 2011, 2012 and 2013, auditors were able to connect a “rogue” computer and other hardware to the Education Department’s networks without being noticed. This same access could allow a hacker to drop into the network environment behind the firewalls and other perimeter security.\textsuperscript{55}

In June 2013, when its auditors succeeded with this same “rogue” penetration test, they were even able to access sensitive data stored in the department’s networked printers “which could be used in a possible social engineering attack.”\textsuperscript{56}

\textbf{Vulnerable user accounts.} Hundreds of user accounts employed passwords that had not been changed for over 90 days, and many which had not been changed in over a year, the Inspector General found. The Department also failed to deactivate accounts which had been dormant for 90 days. Both are violations of the Department’s own policies, meant to protect against unauthorized access by malicious actors, including hackers and ex-employees.\textsuperscript{57} Also, while the Department had distributed authentication tokens to many of its employees – which is required by DHS and OMB guidance – fewer than half were activated for use, the OIG found.\textsuperscript{58}

Department of Energy

The many agencies and offices of the sprawling Department of Energy touch nearly every aspect of the nation’s energy infrastructure, from generation to transmission and transportation, commercial exchange, research and more. Given how critical its operations are to the national economy and security, one might expect its technology to be more securely protected than most other agencies.

Instead, a close inspection shows the Energy Department’s cybersecurity suffers from many of the same basic vulnerabilities and weaknesses found at other federal institutions, which increase the risk that the department’s systems could be hacked, and even brought down.\(^59\) Indeed, in January 2013 hackers reportedly compromised 14 servers and 20 workstations, and made off with personal information on hundreds of government and contract employees, and possibly other information.\(^60\) And last July, hackers made off with personal information for 104,000 past and present employees.\(^61\)

**Widespread weaknesses at power distribution agency.** In October 2012, the Energy IG released an alarming report on cybersecurity weaknesses at the Western Area Power Administration, which markets and delivers wholesale electricity to power millions of homes and businesses through 15 central and western states. “Nearly all” of the 105 computers tested had at least one out-of-date patch; a public-facing server was configured with a default name and password, which “could have allowed an attacker with an Internet connection to obtain unauthorized access to an internal database supporting the electricity scheduling system.” What’s more, officials at the agency “did not always identify and correct known vulnerabilities.” One reason the IG cited: although officials ran vulnerability checks on their IT systems, they ran “less intrusive” scans so as not to slow overall system performance. But those lightweight scans sometimes missed significant weaknesses.\(^62\)

**Weak usernames, passwords, and other access controls.** The Energy Department’s Inspector General found during a 2012 review over a quarter of the sites examined had weak
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access controls. The problems included weak usernames and passwords; accounts with improper access; and a server with insufficient security to prevent it from being remotely controlled.\textsuperscript{63}

**Failure to apply critical patches and updates to software.** In 2013, the IG found that 41 percent of the Department’s desktop computers auditors examined were running operating systems or applications which had known vulnerabilities that were not patched, even though the software developers had made patches available.\textsuperscript{64} In 2012, the IG’s team found 41 network servers running operating systems that were no longer supported by the developer, meaning that even when vulnerabilities were discovered in the system, no patch would be made available.\textsuperscript{65}

**Vulnerable web applications.** Several Department web applications had weak security, increasing the risk a hacker could gain unauthorized access to sensitive systems and obtain information, add or change data, or inject flaws or malicious code, the IG found. The weaknesses included the sorts which are considered the most commonly exploited vulnerabilities for web applications.\textsuperscript{66}

**Unprotected servers.** Eleven servers checked by the OIG last year had no password protections or default/weak passwords, meaning an attacker could gain access to the systems, and could use them to attack other systems on the Department’s network. One of the unprotected machines the OIG found was a payroll server, which was configured to allow remote access to anyone, without a username or password.\textsuperscript{67}


Securities and Exchange Commission

Over the last two decades, financial markets have become increasingly reliant on technology to handle the expanding volume of their business. Today, exchanges like the New York Stock Exchange process millions of trades a day electronically.

In response, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) developed a dedicated team within its Trading and Markets Division to keep an eye on how markets build and manage key trading systems. Among the division’s duties is ensuring markets safeguard their systems from hackers and other malicious cyber intruders.

But a 2012 investigation into the team found conduct which did not reflect a concern for security. Team members transmitted sensitive non-public information about major financial institutions using their personal e-mail accounts. They used unencrypted laptops to store sensitive information, in violation of SEC policy — and contravening their own advice to the stock exchanges. Their laptops also lacked antivirus software. The laptops contained “vulnerability assessments and maps and networking diagrams of how to hack into the exchanges,” according to one SEC official.

The investigation also found that members of the team took work computers home in order to surf the web, download music and movies, and other personal pursuits. They also appeared to have connected laptops containing sensitive information to unprotected wi-fi networks at public locations like hotels — in at least one reported case, at a convention of computer hackers.

---


The investigation also found that while SEC policy prohibited employees from accessing personal e-mail from web-based sites like Gmail, SEC officials in the division arranged to access an internet-connected network which did not block such sites.⁷⁴ These employees also brought in their own personal computers and connected them to the SEC’s network.⁷⁵ And for a period of several months, the team’s network had no firewall or intrusion protection software running.⁷⁶ All of these practices increased the risk of introducing viruses and other malware to SEC computers, and potentially compromised sensitive data about the cybersecurity of securities exchanges, not to mention the SEC’s own protections.⁷⁷
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